**Pylon/Pole Sign**

**Description:** A Sign permanently affixed to the ground at its base by a single- or double-poles, that are enclosed by a base of natural stone, stucco, brick, or wood and not mounted to a part of a Building. Only allowed in State Highway 71 & SH 95

**Sign Details:**

i. **How to Measure:**
   1. Maximum total Height is measured from the finished grade at the center of the Sign. If the finished grade at the center of the Sign is higher than the finished grade of the closest paved surface, then the Height shall be measured from the finished grade of the closest paved surface.
   
   2. The pylon/pole base shall be a maximum of 2 feet in Height and shall be included in the calculation of total Height.

ii. The max Height allowed along SH 71 is 35 feet.

iii. The max Height allowed along Loop 150 and SH 95 is 20 feet.

iv. Signs along SH 71, SH 95 and Loop 150 can be internally illuminated.

v. Only allowed in a Sign Corridor and not allowed if Band Sign exceeds 4 feet in height.

vi. Cannot be located within a Sight Triangle.

**Specifications:**

d. **Quantity:** 1 max per Frontage

e. **Height:** 35 ft max. in P5 on SH 71

20 ft max in P5 on SH 95 & Loop 150

f. **Max Height to width ratio:** 4:1